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Examining the evidence for climate change

Outline
Children explore the evidence for climate change by:

?

•

looking at average temperatures over a period of time;

•

looking at tree rings, maps and photographs as sources of evidence.

Key Question: How do we know the climate is changing?
Key points of learning about climate change
•

We calculate averages to understand climate.

•

We know about climate change from:
– weather recordings around the world made
over long periods of time;
– satellite pictures; and
– palaeontology, looking at information stored in
ice cores, rocks and tree rings (dendrochronology).

•	Scientists are more certain about some aspects of
climate change than others. For example, they are
confident that fossil fuel use is causing climate
change; however, they are less certain about all
the implications of this in the future.

Curriculum integration
Strand
History

Strand Unit

Skills and concepts: Cause and effect,
understanding evidence
Politics, conflict and society

Ireland, Europe and the world,
1960 to the present

Continuity and change over time

Energy and power

Science

Environmental awareness and care

Science and the environment
Environmental awareness

Geography

Natural environments

Weather, climate and atmosphere

Environmental awareness and care

Environmental awareness
Caring for the environment

Mathemetics

Data

Representing and interpreting data

English

Developing cognitive abilities
through language

Reading: developing interests, attitudes,
information retrieval skills and the
ability to think
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Resources
•

Global Average Temperature Graphs, one each or per pair.

•

Human Clues, one per pair or small group.

•

Evidence on Niamh Sheet, one per pair or small group.

•

Evidence for Climate Change Inquiry Packs, one per group of four.

Inquiry Packs include:
•

Evidence for Climate Change Inquiry Pack Cover

•

Tree Cookie, Tree Rings Information Sheet, Dendrochronology Specialist’s Questions

•

Glacier Picture 1909, Glacier Picture 2000, Geographer’s Questions

•

Global CO2 Emissions Graph, Global Average Temperature Graph, Mathematician’s Questions

•

Photo of Cork c. 1890, Photo of Cork taken recently, Historian’s Questions
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Lesson Plan
1. Children discuss the question ‘How do we know the climate is changing?’
This or similar questions may already have been raised by the children on the climate change learning wall.

2. Children explore averages calculated from weather recordings
Using the weather recordings from the Week of Weather sheet children calculate the average temperature,
rainfall and wind speed for the week.
Children discuss how, by taking averages of weather over a long period of time, we can use weather
recordings to look at climates and climate change.
The class looks at the Global Average Temperature Graph and discusses where the data would come from
to make the graph, and what the graph shows.

3. Children explore how trees can provide evidence of past weather
Working in pairs or small groups, using the Human Clues pictures, children order the people by age,
guessing their ages and discussing how a person’s appearance provides evidence of their age.
Using the Evidence on Niamh sheet, children look more closely at the picture of Niamh. She has been
away and refuses to tell her friends where she has been. Children speculate as to where Niamh has been,
what the weather has been like and what she has been doing.
Children discuss how trees, like people, change as they grow and are impacted upon by the environment.
They can provide evidence of the weather and environment they experienced during their growth.
Children discuss the trees in their gardens and/or on the school grounds. How old are they?
How long can trees live for? The oldest tree in the world is over 5,000 years old!

4. Children examine evidence on climate change
In groups of four, children examine the evidence in the Inquiry Packs. Each group member takes
responsibility for examining one area of evidence and answering the related questions before sharing
their area of evidence with others in their group.
In their groups, the children use the Inquiry Pack Cover to consider how certain they are about the
statements relating to climate change.
The class shares their ideas and discuss the evidence for climate change.

5. Children review their climate change learning wall
Can any questions be answered?
Can new knowledge about climate change be added to the wall?
Can any new questions be added to the wall?
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Global Average Temperature °C (5 year average)
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Human Clues

Who is youngest?
Who is oldest?
Number the people from 1 to 9 from youngest to oldest.
What are the clues for estimating people’s ages?
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Evidence on Niamh

From looking at the picture of Niamh...

Where has she been?

What was she doing?

What weather has Niamh recently experienced? What are the clues for working out
what weather she has experienced?
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Evidence for Climate Change Inquiry Pack Cover
Now you are going to examine the evidence for climate change and decide how certain you
are about the causes and consequences of climate change.
1. Divide the evidence and questions between the group and write the group members’
names in the table below.

Evidence File

File Contents

Group Member

Dendrochronology
Specialist

Tree Cookie, Tree Rings Information Sheet,
Dendrochronology Specialist Questions

Geographer

Satellite Picture 1979, Satellite Picture
2000, Geographer’s Questions

Mathematician

Global CO2 Emissions Graph, Global
Average Temperature Graph,
Mathematician’s Questions

Historian

Photo of Cork c. 1890, Recent Photo of
Cork, Historian’s Questions

2. Each group member examines their evidence and answers their questions.
3. As a group, look at all the evidence, decide how certain you can be about the statements
listed in the table. Write your level of certainty in the table, choosing from:
very confident

confident

Unsure

Statement
The Glaciers in Alaska have shrunk.
The temperature of the earth will continue to rise because
we continue to emit greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.
Over the last 100 years nearly everywhere around the globe
has got warmer.
The growing season in Dublin in 2010 was shorter.
Earth’s temperature is rising and ice caps are melting because
people burn fossil fuels, which give off carbon dioxide.

Level of confidence
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Dendrochronology Specialist
Evidence: Tree Cookie from Dublin 2013
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Dendrochronology Specialist Questions
How old was the tree when it was
chopped down?

What weather did the tree experience
the year you were born?

Does the tree cookie give any other
evidence about weather events during
its life?

How can we use tree cookies to tell us
about climate and climate change?
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Dendrochronology Specialist
Tree Rings Information
We can learn about the climate in the past by looking at parts of the earth which were
affected by the climate, for example rocks, tree rings, ice sheets, corals and shells.
Tree rings
Each year a tree grows a ring in its trunk. The new ring grows on the outer part of the trunk,
beside the bark. The rings at the centre of the trunks are the oldest. If there is a lot of rain
and the weather is good when the tree is growing, the ring will be wide. If it is dry, the ring
will be narrow. In countries where there are four seasons, the tree usually grows best in
spring, so the ring that grows during this time is light. During the autumn when the tree
grows more slowly, the ring is dark. In countries which have two seasons, a wet and a dry
season, the tree usually grows best in the wet season and less in the dry season.
Where there is less difference between the seasons, like some areas on the equator, trees
grow more evenly all year round and it can be harder to read their tree rings.
By looking at the rings in a tree’s trunk we can find out about the weather during each year
of the tree’s life. We can tell how wet the season was while it grew, how much moisture was
in the air and how cloudy it was. Some trees live for hundreds or even thousands of years,
so by looking at these trees we can learn about the climate a long time ago. The study of
tree rings is called Dendrochronology.
Studying a tree ring
To get evidence from a tree ring we can look at:
Thickness: How wide a ring is can tell you if the environment was good or bad for the tree
to grow in. In years when the amount of rain and temperature were good, a tree’s rings are
wider. In bad years a tree’s rings are thinner. We measure the width of the rings and can
compare them to other pieces of evidence.
Shape: If rings appear to be thinner on one side than the other, it probably means the tree
is leaning over to one side. High winds or a big storm can cause a tree to lean.
Strange marks: Scars can be left by insects or disease. A forest fire can also leave burn
marks.

© Molnia, Bruce F. Toboggan Glacier, 2000. Courtesy of the Glacier Photograph Collection, National Snow and Ice Data Center, Boulder, Colorado USA.

© Paige, Sidney. Toboggan Glacier, 1909. Courtesy of the Glacier Photograph Collection, National Snow and Ice Data Center, Boulder, Colorado USA.
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Geographer

Evidence 1: Toboggan Glacier, Alaska, 1909

Evidence 2: Toboggan Glacier, Alaska, 2000
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Geographer’s Questions
What do the pictures show?

What theories do we have which might
explain the pictures?

From looking at the pictures how do you
think the glacier looked the year you were
born? Draw a picture.

From looking at the picture what can we
speculate about the temperature the year
you were born?

How can we use glacier pictures to tell
us about climate and climate change?

Do the glacier pictures provide good
evidence of climate change?
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Mathematician
Evidence 1: Graph showing Global Carbon Dioxide Emissions 1900-2000

Carbon Dioxide Emissions (Teragrams CO2)
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Evidence 2: Graph showing Global Average Temperature 1900-2000
Global Average Temperature ˚C (5 year average)
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Mathematician’s Questions
What does the graph of global average
temperatures show?

What does the graph of global carbon
emissions show?

What theories do we have which might
explain the graphs?

From looking at the graphs what do you
think the temperature might have been
like the year you were born?

From looking at the graphs how much
carbon dioxide might have been emitted
the year you were born?

What do the graphs tell us about climate
change?

Do the graphs provide good evidence of climate change?
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Historian’s Questions
In what ways has the street changed
over the years?

Do you think there have been any changes
to the street since you were born?

What do the pictures suggest about our
use of fossil fuels over the past 100 years?

Do the pictures provide any evidence
relating to climate change?
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Historian

Detroit Photographic Company, Library of Congress. Wikimedia Commons, Public Domain.

Evidence 1: Photo of Patrick Street, Cork, c. 1890-1900

© Cork City Libraries

Evidence 2: recent photo of Patrick Street, Cork

